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Office ofNuclear Reactor Regulations 

Thomas. W engert@nrc. gov 

Re: Irradiated Fuel Management Plan 

SCE released its Irradiated Fuel Management Plan (IFMP) to the public on Oct.2, 2014 online. It has never 
been discussed at a public meeting but is a "Final Draft" document sent to the NRC for their approval on 
September 23, 2014 without the knowledge ofthe Community Engagement Panel established by SCE. Where is 
public transparency? The NRC just announced its public meeting about SCE's final plans for decommissioning 
SONGS to be held on October 27, 2014. Over 400 pages of documents have already been decided, the IFMP 
included. Where is meaningful public input? 

The IFMP document is unacceptable. California never agreed to become a nuclear waste dump. Leaving 1632 
tons of spent nuclear fuel on site is unacceptable with the realities of 2014 compared to 1980 which include a 
newly discovered earthquake fault nearby, a tsunami zone defined as possible risk, no plans for the advanced 
abilities of terrorists, and canisters for dry storage that cannot last as long as the nuclear fuel within them is 
deadly. 

But particularly distressing as to new knowledge of NRC and SCE plans is found in the Irradiated Fuel 
Management Plan (IFMP) document about DOE Contracts for accepting spent nuclear fuel from Industry 
reactors. The SONGS timeline ofDOE acceptance of SONGS spent fuel is established. The Department of 
Energy says it will be ready by 2024 to begin taking spent fuel from the industry reactors. San Onofre gets 
none removed until 2049 because of its place on a queue. 

What is the DOE Standard Contract for acceptance and disposal of spent nuclear fuel that SCE for SONGS is 
using? The IFMP is confusing on page three. It says the initial ranking of industry-wide spent fuel 
acceptance obligations is based upon the date of permanent removal of the spent nuclear fuel from 
service ("oldest fuel first" allocation). What is SONGS place in the queue? How was that place determined? 
Please list the location and amount nuclear spent fuel in either spent fuel pools or dry storage casks that is older 
than SONGS and list their dates of removal from service. 
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Since priority for retired units over-rides "oldest fuel", why is Songs not one of the first DOE contracted 
for DOE acceptance and removal? The DOE begins taking the industry's nuclear fuel in 2024 and Songs 
doesn't get any removed until2049? How is that possible? Twenty-five years? By then 50 of SONGS dry 
storage casks placed in dry storage in 2004 will be 45 years old and will have needed two re-certifications. Will 
those casks be too brittle to be moved in 45 years? NRC studies show that remaining on the ocean is likely to 
make them too dangerous to move. 

Has SCE sold Southern California out? "Those Standard Contracts (DOE) also contain provisions allowing 
for "exchanges" of acceptance obligations." Has SCE sold the SONGS spent fuel position in the 
queue? Have they exchanged something to take a later removal date? What? When? Authorized by 
whom? They are endangering 8.4 million people and the ocean of Southern California. 

On October 14, 2014 at the SCE CEP meeting, the public expects and deserves written and publicly announced 
answers to these questions that will be shared with California elected officials. 

Respectively submitted by 

Marni Magda 

marnimagda@gmail.com 

949 230-9181 
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